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Mr. Sudbury

� TemperatureTemperatureTemperatureTemperature is a quantity that tells how hot 
or cold something is compared to a standard.

� Hot Vs Cold?
◦ Fahrenheit Scale

◦ Celsius Scale

◦ Kelvin Scale

� Temperature is the average kinetic energy average kinetic energy average kinetic energy average kinetic energy of 
a substance.

� The more the particles in a substance move, 
the higher the temperature of a substance is.

� Temperature is measured 
with a thermometerthermometerthermometerthermometer.

� Most substances or 
materials expand when 
their temperature 
increases and contracts 
when their temperature 
decreases.

� The liquid in a 
thermometer (mercury or 
alcohol) expands when 
heated and contracts 
when cooled.

� Temperature must correspond to some 
degree mark on a chosen temperature scale.

� °F and C are compared to the freezing-
melting point and the boiling-condensing 
point for water.

� K is compared to absolute zero.

� Fahrenheit Scale Fahrenheit Scale Fahrenheit Scale Fahrenheit Scale 
� The temperature scale in common use in the 
United States.  

� The number 32˚ is assigned to the freezing 
point of water, and the number 212˚ to the 
boiling point of water (at standard 
atmospheric pressure.)

� Celsius Scale Celsius Scale Celsius Scale Celsius Scale 
� A temperature scale with 0˚ as the melt-
freeze temperature for water and 100˚ as the 
boil-condense temperature for water at 
standard pressure (one atmosphere at sea 
level).
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� Kelvin scaleKelvin scaleKelvin scaleKelvin scale
� A temperature scale where 0K (called 
absolute zero) is the temperature at which it 
is impossible to extract any more internal 
energy from a material. 
◦ (There are no negative temperatures on this scale.)

◦ At absolute zero, all molecular movement stops.
� Because of NO KINETIC ENERGY

� “Temperature and it’s Measurement”
Convert 55°C to K

Convert 425K to °C

Convert   90°F  to °C

Convert   345°C  to °F

� The temperature of a substance is related to 
the averageaverageaverageaverage kinetic energy of the molecular 
motion.  

� OR - Temperature is a measure of the averageaverageaverageaverage
KE contained in the particles of a substance.

� Temperature IS NOT a measure of the total KETemperature IS NOT a measure of the total KETemperature IS NOT a measure of the total KETemperature IS NOT a measure of the total KE.

� Which has more total KE?Which has more total KE?Which has more total KE?Which has more total KE?
� There is more total KE in a 
bucket full of lukewarm 
water, then in a cup of hot 
water.

� Which has the higher Which has the higher Which has the higher Which has the higher 
average KE per molecule?average KE per molecule?average KE per molecule?average KE per molecule?

� The average KE of each 
individual particle is much 
higher in the hot cup, 
therefore it has a higher 
temperature reading

� Which has more total kinetic energy?

� Which has more average kinetic energy?
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� When we apply heatWhen we apply heatWhen we apply heatWhen we apply heat, the internal energy (including 

KE) of a substances increases, it expandsit expandsit expandsit expands.
� When we remove heatWhen we remove heatWhen we remove heatWhen we remove heat, the internal energy (Including 
KE) of a substance decreases, it contracts.it contracts.it contracts.it contracts.

� Increased temperature caused increased KE.

� As KE (temperature) increases, the particles EXPAND.

� As KE (temperature) decreases, the particles CONTRACT.

� The metal sphere

fits through the 

ring…

� What if we heat 

one or both?

� Bridges and roads have 
expansion joints

� Areas where there is a 
spacing designed to allow the 
road to expand and contract 
without breaking.

� Have a tight lid you 
can’t get off a jar?

� Heat the metal, 
because it will 
expand more than 
the glass and 
become easier to 
unscrew.

� Bimetallic strip in a 
thermostat.

� Brass expands or 
contracts more 
when heated, so it 
bends up or down.

� Water does not follow 
expansion/contraction rules 
100%.

� Water

� Below 0˚C � frozen (solid)

� From 0˚C to 4˚C � contracts

� @ 4˚C water has smallest 
volume � is most dense (sinks).

� 4˚C to 100˚C � water expands.

� Above 100 ˚C � expands more 
to become a gas.
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� What is temperature?

� How is temperature measured?

� Temperature Scales.

� Expansion and Contraction.


